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MARCH 2007 FORT WORTH ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

New Club Members 

Herb Winkeller 
Joe Smoak 
Henry Kirk 

Amateur Telescope Maker Jim Craft shared his construction 
techniques and tips as he demonstrated h s latest project.  The 
scope’s engineering elegance belied the low-cost sources for 
some of the components on this scope (at right).  
exception of his hand-ground mirror that Jim recently had 
aluminized, Jim was able to locally find materials and tools that 

s purposes well. 
For the support trusses, he used mop 
handles he got at Dollar General.  The 
sliding counterweight 

 an arrow, 
alignment spotter scope came from a 
Daisy BB rifle.  A three-rol er bender 
from Harbor Freight allowed him to 
form the aluminum bearing curve as well as the curved secondary 
support.  By mounting the secondary on a curved support, Jim has 
virtually eliminated defraction spikes  Other components like the 

cooling fan and knobs were cannibalized from other projects. 
Jim also showed and d scussed his cookbook dig tal setting circles and cab e interfaces w th 
older PDAs and laptops.  He also discussed a couple of freeware and shareware astro 
programs that can be used n conjunction w th the setting circles and the scope to direct the 
user where to point the scope to easily acqu re a desired target.   

John Dowell showed an Equatorial Platform mockup that 
he made as an examp of one of the side projects that 
members can participate in as a Club Scope is made.  An EQ 
Platform is used for Dob’s to aid in tracking a target.  
details of this are in last month’s newsletter.   
Jim Murray brought some small truss telescope models 
that he made as tools for the Club Scope design team’s 
discussions on the final p anned configuration of the big 
project.  For scale, you can also 

one in the lower left-hand 

obviously made good use of all 
the cloudy weather we suffered 

recently.  d anyone else think of the lines from the Back to the 
Future movies where “Doc” often deadpanned, “I apologize for the 
crudity of my model.”   
Chris Norman spoke about the POD’s
Party in F orida.  It is SkyShed’s much-anticipated new portab

backyard persona observatory.  Beta models of the 
ersona bservatory ome  soon be ready for shipment. 

FWAS is enrolled in a rewards program 
th SkyShed where the club might be 

eligible for a POD for the dark sky site, and members can receive 
price breaks by ordering together. 
The POD can be transported in the back of a pickup, and one person 
can assemble t in less than an hour.  Ron DiIulio, keynote speaker at 
WSP, also pointed out that w th adequate anchoring, the POD would 
lend itself very well to a permament backyard set-up, and that the 
clamshells seals are much more weather tight than slit domes. 
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Daylight Saving Time 
Begins March 11
“Spring Ahead” 

Sky Charts 

Sky & Telescope 
http://tinyurl.com/5np8n 

Heavens Above 
http://tinyurl.com/64vd

Sky Maps 
http://www.skymaps.com

Watch the e-group for 
Galilean moons in 1-2-3-4 

ISS Transits 
http: tinyurl.com/y8zk5c 

See the planets 
http: tinyurl.com/379bjv 

 7:07pm 

will be in the “Other Building” 

Enter via the south doors 
near Montgomery and Camp 

e (the North doors are 
usually locked) 

Ron DiIulio will report on the 
Winter Star Party and will 

reprise his keynote 
presentation on Spectral 

The Moon Points the Way –. On the 1  Saturn is 1.1° South of the Moon.  On the 121  Jupiter 
is 6° North of the Moon.   Mars is 1.9° North of the Moon.  Neptune 
is 2° South of the Moon, while Mercury is 1.4° North of the Moon.  On the 21
South of the Moon.  On the 28  Saturn is 1.2° South of the Moon.. 

Jupiter’s Moons in 1-2-3-4 MAR 09 0607 TO 0625 CST Io Appears at Civil Twilight. 
Minima of Algol visible from the club’s Dark Sky Site  22:11 CST 

Club Star Party at the Museum: Our outreach season at 
our Museum home will begin again on March 24
the Saturday nearest the First Quarter Moon. 
gather in the North parking lot of the Fort Worth 
Museum of Science and History on Montgomery 

If you do not have a scope and want to take 
part, the Museum has scopes that you can use. 
Contact Michelle Martinez for more information. 

Full Moon 

Jupiter 1-2-3-4 

Star Party 

New Moon FWAS 
Indoor 

Meeting 
Prime morning 

for Mercury Museum 
Star Party 

First Qtr 
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Mercury Spotters 
February had a good 

opportunity to view both 
Mercury and Venus together 

Here are 
the reporting Mercury 
Spotters for February 

Zaydon 

The next max mum 
elongation of Mercury is the 

morning of March 22 

Venus and Mercury 
February 2007 

The club’s first outreach was held on a c ear but breezy February 27  at the James L. Coble 
Middle School (Mansfield ISD  at 1200 Ballweg Road in Arlington.  It was held in conjunction 

th the school’s Open House and Black H story Month activities, schoo s estimated 
350+ guests took part in looking at the night sky – and were still buzzing about it days later!. 

The students had been well prepared, they'd 
been on astronomy  science  previous 
week and they 
were pumped

 through 
scopes and asked 

informed 
questions, as did 
the teachers.  The 

views 
Moon, Venus, and 

Saturn, the Orion Nebu a, alpha Andromeda binary stars and the 
Pleiades star cluster.  Most of the new arr vals were given a quick 
course in some of the constellations and a named star in each. 
Some parents went home and brought back other offspring and 
spouses to look through the scopes w th them. 

Club Members supporting the event were Herb W nkeller, Trevor 
Bakker, Patrick McMahon, J m Walsh, Neil Wallace, Ben Pate, 
Loren Larson, Matt Reed, Dean Crabtree, Juan Martinez (event 
photographer), and Dave T tus (outreach coordinator). 

Organized Observing and Outreach Opportunities:(weather permitting) 

March 10 – Field Trip to Club’s Dark Sky Site New members are especially encouraged to 
come out for an orientation to the site and the scopes and facilities,  Watch the e-group 
for updates on this event. 

March 17 -- Fort McKavett SHS - Star Party - Come early to this event, hosted by the Johnson 
Space Center Astronomical Society, and tour the h storic frontier fort and hear lectures 
from members of the astronomy c ub. Event weather permitting. Dusk-midnight; fees free 
Texas State Parks Pass members, $3 non-members, $2 senior citizens, free for children 
12 and under; call for more information (325) 396-2358.  

March 17 – Lake Whitney State Park SP (bad weather alternate date is the 24 ).The park has 
two 16"Dob's, one 12.5 wheelchair accessib e scope, one 10" Dob and one 8" Dob 

March 17 – Three Rivers Foundation, near Crowell Texas.  Solar observing available before 
twilight.  http://www.3rf.org 

March 23 -- Palo Duro Canyon SP - Palo Duro Night Sky - Join our local area expert 
astronomer at the visitor center parking ot for an evening of view ng the beautiful night sky 
over Palo Duro Canyon at the Lone Star Interpretive Theater. Telescopes and instructions 
provided. 7:30-9 p.m., (806) 488-2227.  

March 24 – Fort Worth Museum of Science & History, Montgomery Street, Fort Worth  
up at in the North parking lot.  Watch the e-group for last minute updates. 

March 24 -- Caddoan Mounds SHS - Astronomy - Using telescopes including a 10-inch 
Dobsonian, vis tors w  be able to see the r ngs of Saturn, craters of our moon, a star 
being born (the great Orion nebula) and other celestial objects, as well as workshops on 
learning to find constellations and major stars and planets. You may also bring your own 
telescope to share for view ng or if you have questions. 7:30-9 p.m. (936) 858-3218. 

March 24 -- Purtis Creek SP - Stargazing - Come see what the night sky has to offer and learn 
a little history about the stars. Bring a flashlight, th red lens cover if you have it, 
otherw se red film w ll be ava able for regular flashlights. 8-10 p.m. (903) 425-2332. 

March 24 -- San Angelo SP - Stargazing Party - Join the San Angelo Amateur Astronomy Club 
as they explore planets, galax es and other wonders of deep space. Club members will 
provide telescopes and know edge of our expanding un verse. Enter through the South 
Shore gatehouse; directions to the Isabel Harte site w ll be provided. Tw ght-midn ght 
(325) 949-4757. 
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Steve Tuttle 
If you are interested in this 

imaging 
general, please feel free to 
contact me on the e-Group 

Date: 01/21/2007,  
Time: 0548 UT,  

Camera: Meade DSI Pro II,  
Filters: Astronomik H , OIII, 

Scope/Lens: Pentax 135mm 
telephoto mounted piggyback 
on Meade 8” LX200 equatorial 

Acquisition SW: Nebulosity, 
Guiding SW: PHD, Processing 

SW: ImagesPlus and 
PaintShop Pro 

NGC2237/8/9 Rosette 
Nebula and NGC2244 

Open Cluster 

Hubble Palette (Left) 

CFHT Palette (Right) 

My Initiation into Tri-color Narrowband Imaging 
I got into imaging a few years ago, after 35 years of visual observing.  I was interested in expanding 
my technical knowledge, while still observ ng all of those beautiful objects in the night sky.  
some less expensive, yet very good CCD Astro-cameras became available, I decided to jump in. 
Since I rea ly love emission nebulae, I have recently decided to use narrowband filters and I wanted 
to share my experience. These filters are similar to those producing the interestingly colored pictures 

I wanted to photograph these objects to see if I too cou  their different 
component elements.  This is somewhat of a challenge w th my modest setup.  The interesting s

th this type of imaging is that it allows me to photograph in very light-polluted skies (i.e. my 
driveway). 

Briefly, here are the high points of narrowband imaging: 
Narrowband imaging is the use of filters which allow only specified wavelengths of light to 
reach the camera’s recording medium. 
This imaging is used for objects that emit their own light due to ionizat on(Emiss
Nebulae, Planetary Nebulae and Super Nova Remnants), not for Reflection Nebulae or 
Galaxies 
The wavelengths are chosen based on the major e ements composing the objects being 
photographed. 
The use of narrowband, or “line”, filters allows for photography in light polluted areas. 
Combining images from several filters to create “false-color” images  both 
composition and visua  detail information of the object. 
Makes “pretty” pictures too. 

Some helpful definitions and terminology when researching this subject: 
Visual Spectrum – continuum of electromagnetic radiation visible to the human eye, from 

Spectral Lines – Wavelengths in the Spectrum emitted by a particular element when 

Width at Half Max mum”, a term describing the resolution of a narrowband 
filter 
H-alpha (H  – Hydrogen alpha line at 656.3nm 

 – Doubly ionized Oxygen line at 500.7nm 
SII zed Sulfur line at 672.4nm 
NII and H-beta – less common for amateurs (658.4nm and 486.1nm) 
Hubble Palette – Colors produced when using SII (red), H  (green) and OIII (blue) 
CFHT Palette – From the Canada/France/Hawaii Telescope  using H  (red), OIII (green) 

LRGB – Combined Luminance, Red, Green, Blue filter data  
RGB – Combined H-alpha as Luminance, Red, Green, Blue filter data 

The setup for doing dig tal astrophotography will not be d scussed here, being a full topic in its own 
Narrowband imaging does require guided, long exposures.  ng a setup for the hobby, I 

was only in need of the three filters mainly used in narrowband imaging, namely H
the last few years, affordable and high quality filters have become availab  filter I have had 
for almost a year and just recently acquired the OIII and SII filters.  This technique requires that you 
use a monochrome camera and taking three (3) photographs of the same object, one w
You then combine these images using one filter for RED, one for Green and one for BLUE.  The 
combination y elds a “false color” image of the object h ghlighting the var ous constituent gases.  
is my first attempt, the Rosette Nebula and associated open cluster using the Hubble and CFHT 
Pa ettes: 

I was/am amazed at the detail and the how the colors show off the main constituent gases of this 
object, and all from my driveway.  Well, I am hooked now.  Not only is it fun, but it expands my 
photography time by allow ng me to use this technique from home when I am unable to go to the club 
dark site, and use my dark site time for galaxies and reflection nebulae. 
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Harry Bearman 
Mythologist, MSB 

The painting is by 
Frederick Lord Leighton, 
dated 1892, and is in the 
Lady Lever Art Gallery in 

The pottery dates from the 
5th BC and is from 
Krannert Art Museum, 
University of Illinois. 
The star map is from 
Johann Hevelius 

, published in 

This month's story centers on the eleventh of the 
twelve great labors of Hercules, the delivery of some 
of the Golden Apples of the Hesperides to King 
Eurystheus of Tiryns.  The apple tree which bore 
these golden fruit had been a wedding present to 
Zeus and Hera from Gaia, mother of the universe. 
Hera, knowing its value, placed it in her garden in 
"the far west".  There it was guarded by a dragon, 
Ladon, and attended by the three daughters of Atlas, 
the Hesperides. 
Hercules' trip to the Garden was an incredible 
adventure in itself.  Highlights of it are that he fought 
with the God of War, Ares, though the fight was 
broken up by Zeus, and later, he rescued Prometheus 
from the eagle, Aquila.   
Sources differ on whether Hercules actually steals the apples, or has someone else do it.  By one 
source, Hercules visits Atlas, and convinces him to enter the garden and return with some apples. 
During the time Atlas was gone, Hercules took the weight of the sky on his own shoulders. 
returning, and not wanting to hold up the sky again, Atlas said that he'd take the apples to the 
king. Prometheus had warned Hercules that something like this might happen, so Hercules said, 
"Great! Thanks a lot! But before you leave, I'd like to make a pad for my head."  Nice guy Atlas 
put down the apples, and relieved Hercules of the load.  Hercules, obviously the smarter of the two, 
grabbed the apples and left.   

The other story line takes place during Jason's return trip with the 
Golden Fleece.  The Argo had been grounded, the ship left far from 

 Based on a vision sent to him by the gods, Jason urged his 
companions to carry the ship to water.  For twelve days they carried 
the mightiest of all ships, till at last they found the sea.  They then 
went in search of fresh water, and happened across Ladon, killed 
only the day before, his tail still twitching. Nearby were the 

Hesperides, singing lamentations for the loss of Ladon and the apples.  When Jason's crew looked at 
them though, they instantly became dust.  Their famed crewmember, Orpheus pleaded with their 
spirits to return using his power of music and prayer. And they did, first as trees. A poplar, an elm 
and a willow sprouted and grew where the three Hesperides had stood. And then they changed from 
trees back to their previous form.  Speaking with Jason, they told of the events of Hercules' visit the 
previous day, and how he had slain the dragon and taken the apples. 
In both story lines, Ladon is placed among the stars to honor his faithful service, and today we have 
the constellation Draco.  

Hercules gave them  the king. Eurystheus must
recognized how dangerous the items 
were, stolen property of the Queen of 
the Gods, and handed them right 
back. Athena then took  apples 
from Hercules, and returned them to 

gardens. 
"vespers",  service  evening 
worship, has as its origin these ladies 
of Hera's garden.   
The blood of monsters often yields 
surprises, and Ladon's blood was no 

 From his blood a tree grew, 
 is called Dragon

dracaena draco, a member of the agave 
family. 
Islands, its sap dries very hard, is deep 

sometimes 
ewelry.  Dragon Tree is a very popular house plant, you might even have one!   
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“This was a great night out.” 

 – Russ Boatwright and Doug Brown 

Comanche Springs, Texas - February 17, 2007 - cold - very transparent - no moon 

Like everyone else who enjoys skywatching, we've been a bit stir crazy wanting for 
some good observing opportunities. We finally got lucky when we motored out to 
Crowell for one of 3RF's monthly public star parties. The forecast was for clear, cold 
and windy, but fortunately, the wind died down quickly after sun down. But wary of the 
anticipated wind, we went with an 18" scope rather than the 25" we usually try to use. 

Special guests for the evening were 80 junior high school students from Vernon. 
Along with another few dozen visitors, they made for a good crowd on such a cold 
night. Everyone's fortitude was rewarded this evening, for it featured a wide range of 
astronomical treats. 

The festivities began with a massive iridium flare appearing on cue at the end of 
opening remarks. It was timed to such perfection as a signal to head for the scopes 
that it appeared to be ordered up by the 3RF staff. We've probably seen Olympic 
games started with less fanfare. The appreciative crowd applauded the shock and 
awe, as they poured out into the starfield, anticipating more. 

There is noth ng like being present when someone sees Saturn through a telescope 
for the first time, especially when its youngsters like there kids. We need to have 
a recorder present to catch those first comments; its usually some variant of wow, 
but using their current slang. Some are skeptical; they think its a photo on the mirror 
or lens. 

We continued to show them as many 'biggies' in the sky as time would allow. M42 in 
Orion and M79 in Lepus were big hits, as were a few of the terrific open clusters 
visible, such as M41 in Canis Major and M46 & 47 in Puppis. Jay was imag
later in the same field of view, and did a great job of captur ng NGC 2438, the 
planetary nebula embedded in M46. 

Another interesting sight this evening was the zodiacal light rising in a thin ellipse up 
from the western horizon. At times it was so bright as to be a distraction. You have to 
love dark skies. 

As the night grew old, the youngsters had to leave, so we turned to a bit more esoteric 
targets. It was a sweet ga axy night and we mopped them up eagerly. The later the 
hour, the more galaxies would rise with the spring skies until they seemed to climax 
with the Virgo realm of galaxies, an old friend not seen for almost a year. But by this 
time, well past midnight, we were battling frost on the optics, though surprisingly still 
not totally frozen as humans. Looking around at those remaining, you could see the 
applied lessons of prior winter stargazing; clothing layers were so thick as to appear 
like haz-mat suits. Bundled up astronomers bounced around the r gear looking like 
Buzz Aldrin raising the flag on the moon. Or maybe the Michelin Man doing the 
honors. Still, no one cried uncle due to the cold. 

There were so many great galaxy targets this night that it’s hard to single any out. But 
since we're suckers for spindle and peculiar galaxies, a few are worthy of specia
mention. First, NGC 4565 in Coma Bernices, just because it is the king of spindles 
and was a large, bright outstanding sight as always. Everyone can find this jewe
easily, except for Chuck Messier, apparently. NGC 3628, the edge on Leo Triplet was 
also in fine form with its disturbed, frayed edges showing well. And the Antennae, 
NGC 4038 & 4039 in Corvus showed more extent of their 'tails' than we've ever 
managed to detect previously. But the star of the show this evening had to be the old 
star party warhorse M51.  Just when you think you've seen one of these astronomy 
standards to best effect, as we had with this target last summer, they put on a display 

The bridge to NGC 5195 was there without averted vision, and the spiral 
arms were very well defined.  Doug kept insisting that the entire structure had a blue 
color tint to it, too. Perhaps so, or maybe the frost had penetrated his haz-mat suit. 
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Credits: 

Ed Kotapish 
All the data crunching for 

Loren Larson 
Pg 6, Harry’s pic 

Juan Martinez 
Pg 3 Star Party 

Ben Hudgens 
Pg 3 Venus & Mercury 

Other Credits Noted 

A Note About Images 

compressed to a 96 dpi 

email me off list and I will 
send it to you. 

I see all of you!  All of you! 

The Fine Print 

Observing Site Reminders 

All members … 
Be careful w

Put equipment back neatly when finished 
Leave a log note if there is a club equipment 

Trustee to let them know 
Turn out the bathroom light and close the 
door tightly – do NOT lock; 
thermostat alone. 

Turn out your headlights at the gate! 
Last person out, please … 

Make sure nothing is left out 
Chain the gate when departing site 

Concrete telescope pads & power
Clubhouse, restroom, picnic & camping. 

Fire Ban is Still in Effect 

FWAS Contact information  http:/ www.fortworthastro.com 
Officers

    Trista Oppermann – President  prezzident@fortworthastro.com 
John Dowell – V ce Pres dent cepres@fortworthastro.com

    Harry Bearman – Secretary / Treasurer    secretary@fortworthastro.com 
Meetings – FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the UNT Health Science Center – 

Research & Education Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bow vd; Ft. Worth. Guests and v sitors are 
always welcome. (Trista Oppermann

 – http:/ www.fortworthastro.com 
E-Group (members only) – Post messages to the group by sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com. Any 

message sent to fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members on the list.  Send a 
blank e-mail to fwas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com to subscribe. Include your real name. 

Outreach – items concerning FWAS Outreach activ ties shou d be addressed  FWAS’ Public Outreach 
Coordinator at fwasoutreach@yahoo.com   (Dave T

Prime Focus – The FWAS newsletter is published monthly. Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos, or 
just about anything you would like to have included should be sent to:  primefocus@fortworthastro.com
(Dean Crabtree

FWAS Annual Dues - $40 for adults / families, $20.00 for students (ha f-price Jan 1 thru June 30  checks payable 
to Ft. Worth Astronomical Soc  payments can be mailed to P.O. Box 471162, Ft. Worth, TX 76147 or 
in-person at the next indoor meeting. Membership runs July 1 through June 30.  (Harry Bearman

Discount Subscriptions Available Sky & Te escope ($32.95), and Astronomy 1 year for $34.00; 2 years for 
$60.00). A Sky & Telescope subscr ption through FWAS entitles you to 10% off purchases at SkyTel’s 
on-line store.  (Harry Bearman

Astronomical League Membership – Your FWAS membership a so enrolls you in the Astronomica  League. This 
makes you eligible for various observing certificates and you get their quarterly magaz ne, The 
Reflector. Observing clubs:  http://www.astroleague.org/observ ng.html AL liaison is Tres Ross

Fort Worth Museum of Science and History  See the Museum’s website for schedules of exhibits and show 
times: http://www.fwmsh.org/home ndex.html (Linda Krouse) 

te, so His universe must be too. Thus is the exce ence of God 
magnified and the greatness of His k ngdom made manifest; He is glorified not in 
one, but in countless suns; not in a single earth, a single world, but in a thousand 
thousand, I say in an infinity of wor

ordana Bruno, 1584, "On the Inf nite Universe and Worlds" [Executed by the Inquisition] 
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Tree’s Top Ten 
 
Other things you can 
use your scope for 
when it is cloudy and 
rainy. 
 
(If you missed the pictures 
from last month’s meeting, 
you’ll miss the humor) 
 

10 
Bird watching 

 
9 

Spying on your 
neighbors 

 
8 

Door stop 
 

7 
Hat tree 

 
6 

Catchall for keys, etc. 
 

5 
Plant stand 

 
4 

Bird house 
 

3 
Display stand for 

prized possionions 
 

2 
Memo stations 

 
#1 

Dress it up, so you 
can use it as a 

“passenger” in the 
HOV lane. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Running with Scissors! 
Print > Cut > Fold > Laminate = Star Chart bookmark! 
 

  
How to build a $2.18 Sight Tube tool for collimating 
a Newtonian with 1.25” optics.  Okay, it might cost 
you a bit more, but that is what I shelled out at 
Homer Despot for a PVC “drain extension tube”  
Most DIY instructions call for a chrome-plated brass 
tube, but I found these out of plastic that came with 
a screw-on coupling nut.   The other stuff was in a 
junk drawer.  At the store, the coupling nut seemed 
like a waste to me, but it actually makes for a 
comfortable eyecup.   

The idea is that the tube is swaged so that the outside diameter of the lower 
portion is 1.25” and will fit into your eyepiece tube, the upper portion has an 
inside diameter of 1.25” which will accommodate a 35mm film canister (this 
uses the jar, not the lid).  Cut four notches in the small end, offset 90°, and 
snag black thread in the notches to make taut 
crosshairs in the end.  Glue the thread in place with 

weatherproof cement.  As the cement sets, punch or drill a small hole in 
the bottom of a 35mm film canister and slide it into the large end of the 
tube, with the bottom of the canister closest to the end.  Look down the 
tube and be sure you can just see the edge of the bottom of the tube.  
Trim the glue, and set the washer and nut in place.  You now have a 
functional sight tube. 

The small hole in the 35mm canister lines up with the crosshairs in the 
other end and aid in collimating your scope.  The step in outside 
diameters of the tube keeps the sight tube from falling into the 
telescope. 

Other than getting the drain extension tube at the store, the whole project took about 2 hours, 
and most of it was the glue setting time. 

It’s not as whiz-bang as purchasing Cheshire or laser collimate tools, but it gets the job done. 


